Carrier:
American Airlines
Flight Number:
1091
Date & Time of Incident:
01/30/2020
Type of Incident:
Injury
Description of Animal:
Breed: Labrador Retriever
Animal Name:
Tamara
Description of Incident:
Upon arrival on flight 1091, the dog was found loose in the belly of the A/C. The dog
had chewed through the kennel and came out of the kennel. There was lots of blood
on the outside of the kennel and the inside as well. I could not see any cuts on the face
or paws. I am not sure if the blood was coming from her gums or tongue. I helped
retrieve the dog from the belly of the A/C and I then brought the dog back to cargo.
The dog was taken to the vet for a follow-up. I am waiting for confirmation on the
status of the dog.
Cause of Incident:
The animal was taken to Animal Hospital. The dog had bitten through her travel crate
lacerating her tongue and gingival areas of the oral cavity. Xrays were taken.
Antibiotics were given and release on 1/31/2020
Corrective Action Taken:
N/A

Carrier:
American Airlines
Flight Number:
371
Date & Time of Incident:
01/27/2020 12:00 AM
Type of Incident:
Injury
Description of Animal:
Breed: Rhodesian Ridgeback
Animal Name:
Bonita
Description of Incident:
Dog arrived on the morning of 27th Jan from HNL, the dog was planned stop for
comfort stop. The dog was returned at approx. 1234pm/27th Jan, the dog was in the
kennel and it was not bleeding at that time per the acceptance clerk. At approx. 1448
we received a call from Ramp MOD and was advised that the dog was bleeding. We
recovered the dog and transported it to the Vet approx. 1545/1600.
Cause of Incident:
Vets finding - 01-27-2020 6:22:59pm, Overall, the dog does not appear young or
particularly thrifty, but a source for the bleeding has not been found. Recommended
bloodwork, coags and overnight observation. If her labs are normal and the bleeding
does not reoccur, she should be able to return to boarding or continue her travels.
Otherwise, will plan to pick up tomorrow morning. Animal completed travel on 1-282020
Corrective Action Taken:
N/A

